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54 Chapter 54-The heat of the war.

"The strategies of the Evergreen pack wouldnot work at the Litha Moon pack. Our strength and 

weaknesses vary. Please tell me your strategy," Adira replied and asked.

The warriors were different. The Evergreen pack for instance, did not have archers whereas the 

Litha moon pack did.

The same battle strategy would never work. Alpha Idris contemplated on asking Alpha Denzel for 

help but in the end, he shook his head."Take your stand in the middle of the battle field."

The middle of the battlefield was the most dangerous so Adira believed that he trusted her to handle 

such a position for him during a war.

"Noted."

Unknown to her, Alpha Idris had expected her to refuse the position and rather pass it on to Beta 

Victor since he was the second highest ranking in the pack. Since that did not happen, he could only 

resign to the fact that Adira was dedicated to the Litha moon pack.

The screams that met Alpha Idris's ears, coupled with what he saw when he stepped out of the 

packhouse caused his heart to sink a little.𝘄𝓦𝔀.nó𝑣𝘦l𝘴𝗛ℴ⒨𝓮.𝓬𝔬𝘮
It was too late for the leaders to take their positions as planned. The enemy's army had already 

spread through the pack. Some were fighting in wolf form and others in human form. Dust covered 

the pack like fog from all the violent movements ongoing.

Without the archers in position, the warriors of the Litha Moon Pack were falling but so were those of 

the Blue Blood Pack. It was too early to discern who was wining the war or gaining an advantage 

over the other.

The medical teams were spread across, helping the injured to recover fast. Those who lost their 

lives instantly, were quickly cleared from the middle of the pack to prevent accidental falls.

Gamma Adira was indeed a great warrior by the way she slayed, Alpha Idris was impressed. It was 

different from the way she trained. She soon took her wolf form to defeat some of the attackers and 

also help some of the weak warriors so they wouldn't get themselves killed.

That was a result of her working with Alpha Denzel. His focus was never only on the attacker but 

also his warriors.

Beta Victor was also trying his best. Some of the enemies rushed towards Alpha Idris and he 

defended himself quickly, attacking those close to him. Learning from what Adira was doing, he 

began to shift his attention to his weak warriors, attacking their attackers.

As he did that, the number of fallen warriors gradually reduced. Soon, the war grew intense, as 

Alpha Idris fought multiple enemies in wolf form.

Suddenly, they noticed that the rate at which the enemy warriors were falling was too fast. It was as 

if help had come from an unknown source.

The scene caused a distraction among the warriors. If the warriors of the Blue blood pack were 

falling so quickly, it only meant that an army had joined the warriors of the Litha Moon Pack but only 

one wolf was𝕎w𝘄.𝘯𝚘𝑣êℓ𝔰⒣⒪ⓜ𝚎.ℂ𝚘𝓜
seen bringing down dozens.ⓦ𝘄𝘄.𝓃ⓞ𝓿𝕖ⓛ𝘴⒣𝗼𝓂𝗘.č𝗼𝚖
Everyone began to wonder who the black wolf was to have joined the fight. Alpha Idris could partly 

guess that Alpha Denzel had been persuaded by his mother to join the fight, not pleased with the 

arrangement.

Even on the battlefield, Alpha Denzel's skills had already earned him so much devotion. Not liking 

the attention Alpha Denzel was getting, Alpha Idris wanted to send a message for Alpha Denzel to 

leave when a familiar mottled white wolf chanced in his direction. That wolf was no other than Alpha 

Ebert.

His intention was clear to Alpha Idris even without communication. Because the warriors of the Blue 

blood pack were falling rapidly, all thanks to Alpha Denzel, Alpha Ebert's target was Alpha Idris.

If he succeeded in taking out Alpha Idris, then the Litha Moon Pack would surrender and the Blue 

Blood Pack would take over.

Alpha Idris could not let this happen, meeting Alpha Ebert's wolf fiercely. As the two fought, their 

weaknesses were laid bare. Alpha Idris was growing tired and though the warriors of the Blue Blood 

Pack were falling fast, their Alpha was stronger.

Alpha Idris came smashing down when his back was slammed against a tree. His wolf growled from 

the painful impact, his vision blurring.

Alpha Ebert did not give chance for him to recover. If that happened, his wolf could take over which 

he didn't want. He targeted Alpha Idris chest, his claws elongating but the latter flipped in time.

Nevertheless, those claws found their way

inside his stomach. Alpha Ebert did not want to miss this opportunity since everybody was busy 

fighting but when Luna Fernanda saw the move, a shrill tore from her throat.

"Noooooo."

She had only come from ensuring the safety of the aged and children in the pack. Alpha Denzel who 

was taking down as many warriors of the Blue Blood Pack as he could, was distracted by the 

noise.ⓦ⒲⒲.𝑛𝓞𝚟𝑒𝔩𝘴h𝗢𝓜𝔼.⒞𝑜m

When he saw the horrid look on Luna Fernanda's face, his heart was heavy as he followed her 

gaze.

Her only son was just about to be murdered. Alpha Denzel's heart sank. The distance was too much 

for him to savage the situation.

Alpha Idris shifted back to human form since wolf was cornered after his injuries. Alpha Ebert's wolf 

was about to pull out his intestines to put an end to him, as the warriors of the Litha Moon pack were 

being forced into submission.

Adira lost hope in Alpha Idris. Alpha Ebert was not so tough but sadly, she was not in the position to 

take him down because he was an Alpha.

Her eyes closed tightly as she expected the worst to follow Luna Fernanda's scream when a force 

hit Alpha Ebert to the ground, his wolf came crashing hard from the impact, instantly shifting to 

human form.

He had the Alpha cornered so who in the Litha Moon Pack was stronger than the Alpha himself? As 

he saw the black wolf, he wanted to know the person behind it. His wish materialized as he had a 

clear vision of his attacker, the color drained from his

face.
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